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A microwave detector based on a self-sustained oscillator circuit is proposed as a means to
investigate the real and imaginary components of the dielectric permittivity of liquid crystals in
external electric and magnetic fields. Results are given for measurements of a 500 MHz
oscillator frequency for two types of nematic crystals, 5CBP and MBBA. Fundamental regularities
are identified in the behavior of the microwave dielectric permittivity of samples in electric
and magnetic fields. It is shown that the minimum of the high-frequency dielectric loss in liquid
crystals correspond to a situation in which the long axes of the molecules are oriented
parallel to the direction of the microwave electric field. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7842~98!02201-6#
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As a rule, the dielectric constants of liquid crystals a
studied in the frequency rangef 50 – 107 Hz, where the dis-
persive properties of the materials arising from the orien
tional mechanisms for polarizing the molecules are m
strongly manifest. In contrast, in the higher frequency de
meter wavelength range (f 5108– 109 Hz! the behavior of
the dielectric permittivity of liquid crystals and its interrela
tion with molecular orientation processes in electric a
magnetic fields have been practically unstudied. This
mostly due to experimental difficulties, since traditional d
tectors based on lumped elements no longer work in
frequency range, while electrodynamic structures with d
tributed parameters are too cumbersome, and hence po
inadequate sensitivity.

In order to study liquid crystals in the decimeter wav
length range, we developed a new and original miniat
microwave detector structure built around microst
circuits.1 We showed that microstrip measurement cells c
be used to accurately identify changes in both the real
imaginary components of the dielectric permittivity of liqu
crystals subjected to an external electric field, even for q
small liquid crystal samples~with volumes.1023 cm23).
The thickness of the sample layer in the microwave dete
is determined by a gap between measurement plates,
ordinarily is .100mm. This is comparable to the thicknes
of real liquid crystal cells used in various practical devic
Gaps of this size allow us to obtain important informati
about the influence of surfaces that bound the liquid cry
sample on the behavior of the dielectric characteristics of
material.

The microstrip detectors described in Ref. 1 were c
structed for operation in tandem with standard devices
measuring amplitude-frequency characteristics. In this pa
we discuss complete microwave detector structures in wh
the microstrip measurement resonator is included as pa
the frequency-defining loop of a microwave self-sustain
oscillator circuit. This arrangement significantly increas
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surements. The operation of the system is illustrated by
results of experimental studies of the behavior of the diel
tric constant of two typical nematogens: 4-n-pentyl-4- cyan
biphenyl ~5CBP! and 4-methoxybenzinidene-4- butylanilin
~MBBA ! under the action of dc electric and magnetic field
Discussion of the results obtained is based on description
processes whereby electric and magnetic fields orient the
pole molecules of the liquid crystals and change the value
the microwave dielectric loss connected with them.

SELF-SUSTAINED OSCILLATOR DETECTOR CIRCUIT

The frequency-defining loop of the microwave detec
self-sustained oscillator circuit~Fig. 1! is a microstrip
‘‘ring’’ resonator that includes the vertical measureme
plates.1 The oscillator is placed in a metal package with d
mensions 30324315 mm. The resonator structure itse
which serves as the top cover of the package, is made
substrate of polycor («59.8) with thicknessh51 mm, di-
mensions 24330 mm. In this case the lower metallized sid
of the substrate, which we referred to as the ground pla
was soldered to the walls of the metal package of the de
tor along its entire perimeter. The picture shown in Fig.
also includes the wires on the upper side of the substr
Gold-plated measurement plates (a) with dimensions 2.5
32.5 mm were soldered to the metal pads at the ends of
striplines of the microstrip resonator vertical to the plane
the substrate so that the measurement gap had a valu
100mm. A liquid crystal placed in the gap is subjected
surface tension forces. In order to decrease the effect of
capacitance between the edges of the detector package
the measurement plates, the latter were located close to
center of the substrate, at the expense of bending the
lines. To do this, a rather small portion of the metalliz
screen was removed from the backside of the substrate
rectly under the detector measurement plates by chem
etching.

The self-sustained oscillator circuit was tuned for ex
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tation of the fundamental half-wave mode of oscillation
the microstrip resonator. In order to feed the transistor wit
constant current, the upper strip of the resonator is sh
circuited by a jumper to the package at a point of minimu
high-frequency voltage~point b in Fig. 1!. In this case the
collector of the transistor was connected directly to the s
of the microstrip resonator at point (c) in order to create
conductive~autotransformer! coupling with the resonator a
high frequencies. An orienting electric field was creat
across the measurement plates by applying a dc voltag
the latter through the decoupling resistorsR1 and R2. In
order to galvanically decouple the power supply we us
divider capacitorsC1 andC2. The microwave oscillator was
designed to have two outputs: one for measuring freque
and the other for measuring the amplitude of the s
sustained oscillations. The circuit was tuned by setting
optimum conductive coupling between the resonator and
microwave transistor, i.e., we looked for an optimum point
connect the transistor collector to the strip line of the re
nator (c), and carefully chose point (b) near the midpoint of
the stripline of the microwave resonator as ground. Pour
liquid crystal into the measurement gap significantly redu
the Q-factor of the resonator half- wave mode, and we fou
that the oscillator spontaneously switched to higherQ
‘‘parasitic’’ resonances. In order to avoid this instability w
needed to position the circuit components compactly near
resonator and choose a capacitanceC3 to shunt the higher
resonances to ground. The working frequency of the s
sustained oscillator microwave detector, which was m
sured using a digital frequency meter, was around 500 M
when the sample of liquid crystal was poured into the gap
this case the microwave oscillation amplitudes measured
a digital volt meter at the output to the microwave detec
were found to be about 0.1 V.

Note that all our experiments on liquid crystals we
carried out at a temperatureT52460.1 °C. Therefore, the
microwave detector was placed in a miniature thermos
which was placed between the poles of an electromag
The magnetic field could be varied up to a valueH52.3 kOe.
The self-sustained oscillator package could be rotated

FIG. 1. Basic circuit for the self-sustained oscillator detector.1—output
~frequency!, 2—output ~amplitude!.
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of the field H was either parallel or perpendicular to th
direction of the high-frequency and external dc elect
fields.

SAMPLES AND METHODS OF INVESTIGATION

As we have already mentioned, as samples for our
vestigations we used two widely known nematogens—
compound 5CBP, with a relatively high positive dielectr
anisotropy,2 and the weakly anisotropic liquid crystal MBBA
with negative anisotropy.3–5 Our measurement method wa
the following: the liquid crystal was placed in the gap b
tween the measurement plates of the self-sustained oscil
microwave detector, and was kept there for an hour in or
for it to reach its equilibrium state. Within this time, th
temperature of the detector stabilized and initial values of
frequency and amplitude of the self-oscillations were est
lished. For each sample of liquid crystal a magnetic fieldH
was applied, and the dependence of the relative freque
changeF(H) was measured along with the relative chan
in amplitudeP(H) of the detector self-sustained oscillation
in the steady-state regime. Analogous functionsF(U) and
P(U) were measured when an electric potentialU was ap-
plied to the measurement plates of the detector. We a
investigated the dependence of the changes in the microw
parameters of the self-sustained oscillator under the c
bined action of electric and magnetic fields on the liqu
crystal.

For an optimal choice of the structural coupling betwe
the microstrip resonator and the microwave transistor,
level of self-oscillations in the oscillator depended linea
on the Q-factor of the frequency-determining resonat
which in turn was related in this experiment to the dielect
loss tangent of the liquid crystal sample. As a result,
observed change in the microwave oscillation amplitu
P(U,H) was inversely proportional to the change in t
imaginary component of the dielectric permittivity of th
sampleD«9. As is well known, changing the real compone
of the dielectric permittivity of the liquid crystal sampleD«8
leads to a change in the resonant frequency of the s
sustained oscillator detector: the frequency increases as
dielectric permittivity«8 decreases, and conversely. Cons
quently,F(U,H);(D«8)21.

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

Figure 2 shows the dependence of the relative chang
the level of microwave oscillations of a detector containing
sample of 5CBP. For convenience of comparison the dep
dences on electric potentialP(U) and on magnetic field
P(H) are shown on the same figure. Analogous curves p
ted for a sample of MBBA are shown in Fig. 3. Curves1 on
these figures were plotted for no magnetic field (H50!,
while curves 2 and 3 were plotted for no electric field
(U50!. The dependences 2 were plotted for the case wh
the direction of the dc magnetic fieldH was parallel to the
direction of the high-frequency fielde in the measuremen
gap of the detector, while the curves3 were opposite, i.e., the
direction of the fieldH was perpendicular to the direction o
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e. Moreover, the functionsP(U) were plotted while a mag
netic fieldH52.3 kOe acted simultaneously on the samp
this field was directed either parallel toe ~curves4) or per-
pendicular toe ~curves5).

The features observed in the behavior of the cur
P(U) andP(H) are connected with the well-known secon
order orientational phase transitions that have been given
name Fredericks transitions.5 These transitions are a cons
quence of the competition between two forces that act
molecules of the sample, one exerted by the walls of the
that bound the liquid crystal and the other by the exter
field. The primary feature of a Fredericks transformation
the presence of critical fields above which the initial orie
tational configuration of the molecules created by the w
becomes unstable and the director of the molecules shif
a new state determined by the magnitude and direction of
external fields. For liquid crystals of nematic type wi
anisotropies in the dielectric permittivity«a5« i2«' and
magnetic susceptibilityxa5x i2x' , the relation between
the critical electric fieldsEc and magnetic fieldsHc can be
described by the following expression6:

1

2
xaHc

25
«aEc

2

8p
. ~1!

From Figs. 2 and 3 it is clear that the critical fields a
easy to determine from the experimental results. For

FIG. 2. Dependence of the relative level of microwave oscillations in
detector with a sample of 5CBP on the electric potentialP(U) and magnetic
field P(H).

FIG. 3. Dependence of the relative level of microwave oscillations o
detector with a sample of MBBA on the electric potentialP(U) and mag-
netic fieldP(H).
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Ec'3 V/mm. Since the anisotropy of the diamagnetic su
ceptibility of the crystalxa is a quantity of order 1027, Eq.
~1! allows us to infer that the anisotropy of the dielectr
permittivity «a'2. This value of«a is in good agreemen
with the results of other measurements on liquid crystals
this type.

The measurements on the samples of liquid crys
MBBA ~Fig. 3! show that the electric and magnetic critic
fields are almost an order of magnitude larger in the
samples than in the crystal 5CBP. This is entirely natu
since it is well known that the crystal MBBA is only weakl
anisotropic.

By analyzing the behavior characteristics of the elec
and magnetic dependencesP(U) and P(H) in fields above
the critical fields we can obviously determine qualitative
the initial configuration of the molecular states and the p
cesses that orient them under the action of these compe
forces. Note that the orienting action of the magnetic field
connected with the diamagnetic component of the susce
bility caused by the presence of benzene rings in the com
sition of the molecules. The minimum in magnetic ener
corresponds to a state where the plane of the benzene
lies in the direction of the magnetic field. This implies that
this type of liquid crystal the long axis of the molecule
oriented parallel to the magnetic field.

Let us first discuss the effect of dc magnetic and elec
fields on the value of the microwave dielectric loss for t
liquid crystal 5CBP. As is clear from Fig. 2, when the exte
nal magnetic field is parallel to the high-frequency fielde,
the amplitude of the self-sustained oscillations of the det
tor increase monotonically with increasingH up to saturation
~curve2). In this case the long axes of the dipole molecu
are rotated normal to the plane of the measurement pla
i.e., parallel to the high-frequency fielde, which appreciably
decreases the microwave dielectric loss in the liquid cry
sample.

However, in the opposite case, when the direction of
magnetic fieldH'e, the amplitude of the self-sustained o
cillations, and consequently the dielectric loss in the liqu
crystal sample, are almost unchanged~curve 3 in Fig. 2!.
Obviously this direction of the magnetic field should orie
the long axes of the molecules along the measurement pl
that is the long axes of the molecule should rotate perp
dicular to the direction of the high-frequency field. As a r
sult, the dielectric loss should increase and the amplitude
the self-sustained oscillations should decrease. The fact
experiments do not reveal any significant change inP(H) in
this situation is evidence that all the dipoles are already
ented along the walls of the measurement plates due to
orienting forces exerted on the molecules by the surface

Since«a is positive for the liquid crystal 5CBP, the pa
allel orientation of the director along the microwave fie
should be established even when the external field applie
the measurement plates acts on the sample as well. An
fact, as is clear from Fig. 2, the behavior of the functi
P(U) ~curve1) shows practically no difference from that o
the corresponding ‘‘magnetic’’ curve(2). Based on what we
have said above, it is not difficult to explain the behavior

a

a
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maximum magnetic fieldH52.3 kOe acting on the sample a
the same time. Obviously the strong magnetic field app
parallel to the high-frequency field in this experiment alm
completely orients the liquid crystal, rotating the long ax
of the molecules along the direction ofe. As a result, as the
additional electric field applied in this direction increases
observe only a rather small rotation of the molecular ax
therefore, there is only a slight increase in the oscillat
amplitudeP(U) ~curve4).

However, for a perpendicular applied magnetic field t
long axes of the molecules are oriented almost perpendic
to the direction ofe. As a result, we require a considerab
larger dc electric field to rotate the molecular axis by 9
because it is necessary to overcome not only the orien
forces exerted by the surfaces of the measurement plate
also the orienting forces exerted by the magnetic fie
Therefore, in these experiments we observe a significan
crease in the value of the critical fieldE0 ~Fig. 2, curve5).

The liquid crystal MBBA differs from the crystal 5CBP
by the negative anisotropy of its dielectric permittivi
(«a520.59); however, the anisotropy of the diamagne
susceptibilityxa51.2331027 in these materials is positive
As a result, the long axes of the MBBA molecules are o
ented along the direction of the magnetic field, just as in
crystal 5CBP, while the ‘‘magnetic’’ functions shown in Fig
3 ~curves2, 3) are very similar to the analogous curves f
5CBP ~Fig. 2!. The magnetic field parallel to the high
frequency field orients the axis of the molecules alonge;
therefore, the dielectric loss decreases to a minimum~curve
2). Keeping in mind the fact that increasing the magne
field H' causes only a slight change in ofP(H) in this
experiment~Fig. 3, curve3), we may assert that the orientin
forces exerted by the walls of the measurement plates
primarily directed in the planes of the plates for MBBA, ju
as for 5CBP.

However, in contrast to the previous cases, when
simultaneously apply the maximum magnetic fieldH i to the
sample of MBBA crystal and increase the voltageU, we
observe a slight decrease in the value ofP(U), i.e., an in-
crease in the dielectric loss in the crystal~curve 4). This
implies that in this case the electric field causes the direc
of the molecular axes to deviate from the direction of t
parallel orienting magnetic field. This anomalous behavio
P(U) is explained by the fact that the parallel and perp
dicular components of the dielectric permittivity in th
MBBA crystal differ only slightly from one another
« i55.17,«'54.58.5 In this case the direction of the resul
ing polarization vector is determined as the vector sum
these two quantities. Since the polarization vector at largU
is oriented along the dc electric field, the long axis of t
molecule turns out to be rotated relative to its original state
U 5 0. As a result, the microwave dielectric loss increa
accordingly. The angle through which the long axes of
molecules rotate can be determined from the relation

w5arctan~«' /« i!542.34°. ~2!

As a proof of what was said above, in Fig. 3 we sho
curve 6, which was plotted for a magnetic field oriented
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change in the quantityP(H) is in rather good agreemen
with the maximum change inP(U), which confirms that an
oblique orientation of the director forms in the electric fiel
The rather small values of the dielectric anisotropy in t
liquid crystals MBBA, as we already mentioned abov
causes the critical field to increase significantly
Ec550 V/mm ~curve 1), and to increase toEc5140 V/mm
~curve5) when a perpendicular magnetic field acts simul
neously on the sample.

Note that in all the experiments the relative change in
self-sustained oscillator frequency did not exceed a value
F'0.6%. Decreasing the microwave loss in the liquid cry
tal samples under the action of electric or magnetic dc fie
as a rule, led to a decrease in the frequency of self-susta
oscillations of the detector, i.e., to an increase in the real
of the dielectric permittivity, and conversely. Thus, these e
periments show that even in the decimeter wavelength ra
the processes that orient the molecules are accompanie
rather large changes not only in the imaginary part but a
the real part of the components of the microwave dielec
permittivity of these liquid crystal samples.

CONCLUSIONS

The self-sustained oscillator detector scheme descr
in this paper for studying the properties of liquid crystals
microwave frequencies allows us to identify operationa
and with good accuracy the relative changes in both the
and imaginary components of the high-frequency dielec
permittivity of samples subjected to external fields. The h
sensitivity of this method reveals even greater potential
performing new and very precise experiments connec
with the study of orienting processes in liquid crystals, a
also distinctive features of the interaction between liqu
crystal molecules and surfaces made from various mate
that bound the sample.

In this paper we have shown that the changes in mic
wave dielectric characteristics of the liquid crystals 5CB
and MBBA are uniquely related to processes that orient
dipole molecules. We have also shown that the case wh
the microwave electric field is parallel to the longitudin
component of the dielectric permittivity of the liquid cryst
corresponds to a minimum dielectric loss. In this situati
we established experimentally that the value of the dielec
losses in liquid crystal samples at microwave frequencies
comparatively large, although, as follows from other pap
~see Refs. 2–4,6! the dielectric permittivity of liquid crystals
has the tendency to decrease rapidly as the frequency
creases due to the large inertia of the polarization oscillati
of the molecules. From this point of view, in the microwa
range a liquid crystal should have only insignificant diele
tric losses approaching those of the optical absorption c
ficient in magnitude.

It would be logical to assume that strong absorption
microwave power observed in these experiments is cau
by charging of ion complexes or impurities that are pres
in liquid crystals,7,8 whose concentration can be quite hig
However, this assumption does not explain the fact that
electric loss in the experiments changes significantly wh

108Belyaev et al.
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